FRIENDS OF TRIBALS SOCIETY
NATIONAL MAHILA SAMITI
PRESENTS
Ekal Exposition
EMBRACE YOUR STYLE
A VIRTUAL LIFESTYLE EXHIBITION
OCTOBER 19-23, 2020
Stall booking is open 94250-65365 98840-01029
ekalexpo@gmail.com
How To Participate?

To take part, one should fill up all the details in the ‘Participator’s Profile for Participation’ and upload minimum 5 pictures of ‘one product category’ in our Google form.

For detailed information, please ask for the ‘Participator’s Manual’. This manual can also be downloaded from our website.

Participants can list themselves in any two categories from below:

Product wise such as - Apparel, Jewellery, Home and Decor and more.

Any one from City wise, Mom to be, New Baby, House Warming, Corporate Gifting, Wedding etc.

Your Satisfaction Is Our Reward!
What is Ekal Exposition?

Ekal Exposition is an online shopping platform to connect buyers and sellers. All the exhibitors will be given space to exhibit a maximum of 25 various pictures describing ‘one product category’ along with their contact number and a space to describe their company.

**Rate - Rs. 5000/- for 5 days** with one contact number.

**Premium stalls - Rate - Rs. 7000/- for 5 days.**
These stalls will be displayed first with 2 contact numbers.

**Promotion after the Exhibition Rate - Rs. 4000/-**
This facility is only for the participants and will be non-refundable. Two product images will be kept on display on our website along with the contact number and a space to describe the product for the next 30 days after the exhibition.

All bookings are against full payment in advance.
Cancellation Policy:
Refund of 50% on the stalls, if cancelled till 10pm on 18th September 2020. After this no refund will be considered.
Page Publicity

FTS has 36 Chapters and 31 Mahila Samitis across India with dedicated members. Personal publicity by all our members on social media is our greatest strength.

Mode Of Publicity

Influencer Promotion, Sponsored adds on online and offline platforms, screening of slides in Inox across India, advertisements through TV channels like Zee TV and a few more.

Exhibitors can prepare their own promotional short videos for their publicity, which will also be promoted by us on social media.

Such videos should have mention of - Ekal Exposition by Friends of Tribals Society - National Ladies Wing
Ekal Abhiyan Trust was honoured by Gandhi Peace Prize in 2017 for its exemplary services to uplift the rural India.

Ekal Abhiyan’s Five Dimensional Education

EDUCATED BHARAT  HEALTHY BHARAT  SELF-SUFFICIENT BHARAT  RESPECTED BHARAT  UNIFIED BHARAT

We have more than one Lakh Ekal Vidyalayas across the villages of India and Nepal.

FRIENDS OF TRIBALS SOCIETY
NATIONAL MAHILA SAMITI
AFFILIATED TO EKAL ABHIYAN TRUST

123/A Harish Mukherjee Road, Kolkata – 700026, West Bengal

www.ftsindia.com